20 MILES 8:30AM
STARTLINE: SMITH STREET BETWEEN WALKER AND MCKINNEY
- Right on Lamar > Allen Parkway (outbound) > Kirby
- Right on Inwood (caution speed bumps)
- Veer right on Willowick (caution speed bumps) > Weslayan
- Veer left on Stella Link
- Left on West Bellfort

REST STOP- SOUTH CAMPUS SPORTS ASSOCIATION
- Exiting rest stop right on West Bellfort
- Right on Stella Link
- Veer left to Allen Parkway > Willowick (caution speed bumps)
- Left on West Bellfort
- Left on Kirby > Allen Parkway (inbound) > Dallas
- Left on Smith
FINISH ON SMITH BETWEEN WALKER AND MCKINNEY

45 MILES 8:00AM
STARTLINE: SMITH STREET BETWEEN WALKER AND MCKINNEY
- Right on Lamar > Allen Parkway (outbound) > Kirby
- Right on Inwood (caution speed bumps)
- Veer right on Willowick (caution speed bumps) > Weslayan
- Veer left on Stella Link
- Left on West Bellfort

REST STOP- SOUTH CAMPUS SPORTS ASSOCIATION
- Exiting rest stop left on West Bellfort
- Right on Scott Street
- Left on Airport

METRO RAIL TRACK AT BELLFORT AND FANNIN
- Right on Telephone
- Left on Neuhau
- Right on Travelair

REST STOP - HOUSTON 1940 AIR TERMINAL MUSEUM
- Exiting rest stop left on Travelair
- Right on Nelms
- Left on Telephone
- Left on Fuqua
- Right on Old Galveston Road/hwy 3
- Left on Clear Lake Boulevard

RAILROAD TRACK AT HWY 3 AND CLEAR LAKE CITY BOULEVARD
- Left on Crescent Landing

REST STOP – SYLVAN RODRIGUEZ PARK
- Exiting rest stop right on Clear Lake Boulevard

RAILROAD TRACK AT HWY 3 AND CLEAR LAKE CITY BOULEVARD
- Right on Old Galveston Road/hwy 3
- Left on Fuqua
- Right on Telephone
- Right on Neuhau
- Right on Travelair

REST STOP - HOUSTON 1940 AIR TERMINAL MUSEUM
- Exiting rest stop left on Travelair
- Right on Nelms
- Left on Telephone
- Left on Fuqua
- Right on Old Galveston Road/hwy 3
- Left on Airport

RAILROAD AT AIRPORT AND MYKAWA (caution rough track)
- Right on Scott
- Left on Bellfort

METRO RAIL TRACK AT BELLFORT AND FANNIN
- Right on Telephone
- Right on Neuhau
- Right on Travelair

REST STOP – SOUTH CAMPUS SPORTS ASSOCIATION
- Exiting rest stop right on West Bellfort
- Right on Stella Link
- Veer Left to Weslayan > Willowick (caution speed bumps)
- Veer left on Inwood (caution speed bumps)
- Left on Kirby > Allen Parkway (inbound) > Dallas
- Left on Smith
FINISH ON SMITH BETWEEN WALKER AND MCKINNEY

70 MILES 7:30AM
STARTLINE: SMITH STREET BETWEEN WALKER AND MCKINNEY
- Right on Lamar > Allen Parkway (outbound) > Kirby
- Right on Inwood (caution speed bumps)
- Veer right on Willowick (caution speed bumps) > Weslayan
- Veer left on Stella Link
- Left on West Bellfort

METRO RAIL TRACK AT BELLFORT AND FANNIN
- Right on Scott Street
- Left on Airport

RAILROAD AT AIRPORT AND MYKAWA
- Right on Telephone
- Left on Neuhau
- Right on Travelair

REST STOP - HOUSTON 1940 AIR TERMINAL MUSEUM
- Exiting rest stop left on Travelair
- Right on Nelms
- Left on Telephone
- Left on Fuqua
- Right on Old Galveston Road/hwy 3
- Left on Clear Lake Boulevard

RAILROAD TRACK AT HWY 3 AND CLEAR LAKE CITY BOULEVARD
- Left on Crescent Landing

REST STOP – SYLVAN RODRIGUEZ PARK
- Exiting rest stop right on Clear Lake Boulevard

RAILROAD TRACK AT HWY 3 AND CLEAR LAKE CITY BOULEVARD
- Right on Old Galveston Road/hwy 3
- Left on Fuqua
- Right on Telephone
- Right on Neuhau
- Right on Travelair

REST STOP - HOUSTON 1940 AIR TERMINAL MUSEUM
- Exiting rest stop left on Travelair
- Right on Nelms
- Left on Telephone
- Left on Fuqua
- Right on Old Galveston Road/hwy 3
- Left on Airport

RAILROAD AT AIRPORT AND MYKAWA (caution rough track)
- Right on Scott
- Left on Bellfort

METRO RAIL TRACK AT BELLFORT AND FANNIN
- Right on Telephone
- Right on Neuhau
- Right on Travelair

REST STOP – SOUTH CAMPUS SPORTS ASSOCIATION
- Exiting rest stop right on West Bellfort
- Right on Stella Link
- Veer Left to Weslayan > Willowick (caution speed bumps)
- Veer left on Inwood (caution speed bumps)
- Left on Kirby > Allen Parkway (inbound) > Dallas
- Left on Smith
FINISH ON SMITH BETWEEN WALKER AND MCKINNEY